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ABSTRACT
Mobile objects can be used to gather samples from a sensor field. Civilian vehicles or even human beings equipped with
proper wireless communication devices can be used as mobile sinks that retrieve sensor-data from sampling points within a
large sensor field. A key challenge is how to gather the sensor data in a manner that is energy efficient with respect to the sensor
nodes that serve as sources of the sensor data. In this paper, an algorithmic technique called Band-based
Directional
Broadcast is introduced to control the direction of broadcasts that originate from sensor nodes. The goal is to direct each broadcast of sensor data toward the mobile sink, thus reducing costly forwarding of sensor data packets. The technique is studied by
simulations that consider energy consumption and data deliverability.
Keywords : mobile, broad cast network.

1 INTRODUCTION

T

he concept of employing mobile objects (sometimes
referred to as mobile sinks) to query a sensor network has
been proposed [6], [17], [18], [21], [25],[32]. Applications
can exploit this mobility to dynamically sample a sensor field.
One high-level application scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A mobile object (car) is traveling along path and at some time
and location (for example, T0) it decides to take a sample of
the sensor field, i.e., collect sensor data from “near-by” sensor
nodes. The larger circle denotes the sampling region. Each
sensor in that region will consequently be activated and reply
with its locally sensed data. As the mobile object continues its
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travel, it reaches another location at time T1 from which it initiates another sampling task.
There are three interesting features associated with the task of
sensor field data sampling.
First, due to the mobility of the sampling object, there
are many options for selecting a sampling region, as opposed
to the static sampling region associated with a static sink.
Second, it is possible to employ commonly existing mobile
objects, for example, taxis or buses, to help increase the coverage of the sensor field. So, it is possible to deliberately choose
a mobile object and finely tailor its sampling regions to optimize a sampling task.
Finally, in comparison to sensor nodes, mobile objects have
relatively large (and adjustable) transmission ranges.
Thus, they can trigger sampling-region sensors by the singlehop transmission of a sampling signal. The sampling distance
is only constrained by the mobile object’s transmission range,
which should be more than sufficient for “local sampling”
applications. For more “remote querying” of sensor data, an
alternative scheme based on mobile-to-mobile node cooperation can be used. However, there are also challenges that arise
from using these mobile sinks to gather sampled sensor data.
One challenge is in controlling the process that sensors
use to respond to a request for sensor data from a mobile
sink. Because sensor nodes have a significantly smaller transmission range than mobile objects, sensor nodes must rely on
multi hop transmission of sensor data when they respond to
the single-hop reception of the mobile
object’s sampling signal. This asymmetric communication
property prevents sensor nodes from using a straightforward
routing technique like reverse path forwarding. The fact that
the mobile object continues to move after injecting its sampling signal further complicates the use of any explicit destina-
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tion oriented routing.
Furthermore, general routing-tree based protocols are not well
suited for this situation because route discovery implies high
energy cost, and a discovered route might not be easily reused
when faced with a series of highly dynamic sampling tasks.
Also, because sensor networks are typically very large in scale,
they do not naturally allow for a global IP address for each
sensor node. This impedes use of traditional IP-based routing
methods used in classical communication and wireless ad hoc
networks. In addition, power and cost constraints make it impractical to assume GPS capability for very low-cost sensors
needed for large-scale sensor network applications, and efficient accurate localization techniques are still in the research
stage. Thus, for sampling large-scale sensor networks, it is not
desirable to depend on routing protocols that require sensors
to be location- aware, such as location-based GAF (Geographic
Adaptive Fidelity), and cluster-based LEACH (Low-Energy
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy).
Finally, an implied requirement for sensor field sampling is
that there is a time constraint imposed by the mobility of the
sink object. To facilitate the collection of sensor data from the
sampling region, it is helpful if all sensor data can be
routed to the mobile object before the object has deviated significantly from the location at which it initiated the sampling
task. This suggests that sensors should respond quickly upon
receiving a sampling request, and the sensor data propagation
method should be highly efficient.
In this paper, we make no assumptions about the nature of the
sensor data, allowing for the possibility that sensors are heterogeneous with regard to data type (e.g., each sensor measures
a different environmental property). Thus, deliver ability of
sensor data takes priority over performance of data aggregation operations. The approach used in this paper is based on
traditional software-based broadcast. Although it is understood that broadcast is to be generally avoided in sensor networks due to the problems associated with message flooding,
there are significant advantages to using this basic mechanism,
especially for the application at hand, sensor field sampling:
broadcast is simple and does not require that sensor nodes be
configured with special dedicated hardware; broadcast can be
initiated immediately after receiving the sampling task since it
requires no routing table or tree setup; and broadcast can naturally handle the mobile sink scenario since a sensor-data
packet can reach the mobile object as long as the object is within transmission range of some broadcast, or rebroadcast, of
that packet. The primary problem with using broadcast for
gathering sensor data is that broadcast does not consider direction, and left unchecked would flood an excessively large
geographic region. Note that this flooding could even extend
beyond the intended sampling region, which means the omnidirectional broadcast suffers from very low energy efficiency.
Effective broad cast
In this paper, we discuss a new broadcast-based
sensor datagathering mechanism. The mechanism is optimized for the
purpose of sensor-field data sampling by a mobile object. It is
called Band-based Directional Broadcast since it uses the concept of bands created by partitioning the sampling region using multiple concentric circles (see Fig.2 for a quick
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look).

These bands are used to help control the direction of data flow
of sensor data packets, without the need for sensor nodes having any sophisticated directional antenna. The key idea is that
our approach will reduce the propagation of packets that flow
away from the sink mobile object—thus reducing broadcast
events and sensor node energy consumption. This is accomplished by preventing packets that originate from a sensor in
any band from being propagated (rebroadcast) by sensors in a
higher numbered band. We know that media access control
plays an important role in sensor node routing protocols. This
is in part due to the fact that sensor nodes are low-power and
have only a single signal-reception channel.

2 PROTOCOLS
2.1 Table-Driven (or Proactive)
The nodes maintain a table of routes to every destination in
the network, for this reason they periodically exchange messages. At all times the routes to all destinations are ready to
use and as a consequence initial delays before sending data
are small. Keeping routes to all destinations up-to-date, even if
they are not used, is a disadvantage with regard to the usage
of bandwidth and of network resources. On-Demand (or Reactive) these protocols were designed to overcome the
wasted effort in maintaining unused routes. Routing information is acquired only when there is a need for it. The
needed routes are calculated on demand. This saves the overhead of maintaining unused routes at each node, but on the
other hand the latency for sending data packets will considerably increase.
PROACTIVE:
DSDV (Destination-Sequence Distance Vector)
DSDV has one routing table, each entry in the table contains:
destination address, number of hops toward destination, next
hop address. Routing table contains all the destinations that
one node can communicate. When a source A communicates
with a destination B, it looks up routing table for the entry
which contains destination address as B. Next hop address C
was taken from that entry. A then sends its packets to C and
asks C to forward to B. C and other intermediate nodes will
work in a similar way until the packets reach B. DSDV marks
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each entry by sequence number to distinguish between old
and new route for preventing loop.

bands
were
presented. Extensive simulation sunder the
communication models were
conducted to evaluate the
performance and trade-offs of our band-based scheme. The
communication model assumed no collisions and
abinary
sensor-to-sensor communication
model. The simulations
indicated that the band-based scheme is quite efficient in directional broadcast, and moreover, performs much
better
than default omni directional broadcast .
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